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CHAPTER 14

Crescendo of Cooperation

Die liebe Erde alliiberall
Bluht auf im Lenz und grUnt auf neul

Alluberall und ewig blauen licht die Femen,

Ewig ... ewig.
-Mahler. Das Lied von der Erde

"Imagine a work so large that it mirrors the entire world." Witb

this evocative sentence, Gustav Mahler summed up his ambition to

create a new kind of music. The Austrian composer wanted to write

symphonic works of such remarkable scope and magnitude that they
could summon the fundamental forces that created the cosmos from

the void. True to his word, Mahler's compositions are epic and heart-

Stopping. They are about life, death, love, and redemption. They are
universal statements about the human condition, from its highest,

b hng test glory to its lowest, blackest folly.
Mahler took his own struggles with rhe vicissitudes of lifeand chan-

neled these visceral experiences, along with his hopes and fears, into
monumental orchestral works. He used his music to wrestle WIth the
ptimeval moment of creation even with the fundamental forces of evo-

lution itself. He hoped that'in some way he himself would become

an instrument that could be played by rhe whole universe. I find his. bi . a rremen-
mUSIC,its huge breadth and its all_encompassing am man,

deus and e d . . . .n unng inspiranon-
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268 SuperCooperators

Of all his works, one of rhe mosr srriking is Symphony no. 8, which
was dedicared ro his wife, Alma. A work of reconciliarion, the sym-
phony celebrares rhe redemprive power of love. The premiere rook
place in Munich on Seprember 12, 1910, and fearured a chorus of
abour 850, wirh an orchesrra of 171. In recognirion of irs epic scale,
Mahler's agenr nicknamed the work Symphony of a Thousand, Even
roday, the logistical demands of this work put it beyond the regular
run of concert life and make any airing of it a major event, a srriking
tribute ro creativity and cooperation as a battalion of musicians explore
its complexity, its overwhelming intensity, and its sheer expressivejoy.
The opening theme of this grandest of all symphonies was articulated
ro fir the words Veni, creatorspiritus-"Come, Crearor Spirit." The sec-
ond part is rhe apotheosis of Goerhe's Faust.
Over the past decades I have voyaged through distant and diverse

areas of science ro seek out what I believe is the most crearive force of
biology, the one we know as cooperation. It is manifested ar every level
of human society, from an orderly queue of srrangers at a railway sta-
tion ro the organization of a rock concert at a Super Bowl. The degree
to which we cooperate sers us apart from rhe rest of creation. This is
the fundamental reason humans have managed to eke out a living in
almost every ecosystem on Earth and indeed have started ro venture
well beyond Earth. But, of course, this raises all kinds of questions,
which I have examined in earlier chapters-not least, the one that trou-
bled Darwin himself: In the ceaseless competition for food, rerrirory,
and mates,why would one individual go out of its way to help another'
Cooperating with many dazzling people over twO decades, I have

studied various ways in which evolution leads to cooperation in our
highly competitive world. The basic issue that we have explored can
be couched in terms of cost and benefir. A cooperaror pays a cost for
another individual to receive a benefir. If the cost is larger than the
benefit, then cooperation is not productive and the game is not a coop-
erative dilemma. In this case, two cooperatots would be worse off than
two defectors. But if the benefit is larger than the cost, then we end up
with a familiar game, the Prisoner's Dilemma.
Here is the problem that is central to the Prisoner's Dilemma. In
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thesimplest version of the Dilemma, without making any additional
assumptions, natural selection favors defecrors.As mentioned before,
cooperarorsalways have a lower fitness than defecrorsin a well-mixed
population.As a conseq uence, as that population evolves,natural selec-
tionslowly increases the abundance of defecrorsuntil every last one of
thecoopetators has been exterminated. This is the "wrong" outcome,
becausea population of cooperators has a higher productivity (higher
averagefitness) than a population of defecrors. Hence in this particular
casenatural selection does not achieve the highest fitness but actually
destroyswhat would be best for the entire population. To favorcoop-
eration,natural selection needs help. It needsmechanisms for the evo-

lutionof cooperation.
At present, we know five mechanisms for the evolution of coopera-

tion. I have studied how these mechanisms work by blending game
theorywith evolution, assuming that the payoff from a game affects
reproductive success. This means that, as the playersmutate and evolve,
naturalselection smiles on players that have a high payoff.They repro-
ducerelatively more in the struggle for existence,while fellowplayers

thatare unsuccessful dwindle and then die off.
« all'''tenesI do nor restrict rhe use of the term natur se ectton a g

alone.Depending on whether we talk abour cells,animals, or people,
. 'ul I I h C mer case successfulreproduction can be genetic or c turar. n ( e ror ,

. di id al If' d e geneson ro future gen-III IVI U s leave more 0 spnng an pass mor ,
, ful id C hi and stratepes spreaderanons. In the latter, success I eas, las IOns,

b . . . ,C d i b As example,the concepty irrutauon and learning: a ra IS om. one all
f d ticallybut culcur y,a Darwinian evolurion irself does not sprea gene
leapingfrom the mind of one biologist ro infect another. .'

. . of competltlon, even
My work shows how cooperanon ames out 11 .

I flier The co eenve
though the two are locked together in ceaseesscon . f h . di

.n the ability0 t e III 1-
effortof society depends in part on suppressl g . II hro-
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270 SuperCooperators

MECHANICS OF COOPERATION

To reap the rewards of cooperation there has to be at least one
mechanism at work to counter the relentless and depressing rendency
of natural selection to grind down the average fitness of a population in
the Prisoner's Dilemma. In the opening chapters, I described five such
mechanisms and how they can make us work together:

1. Repetition (direct reciprocity), "I'll scratch your back and you scratch
mine." This accounts for the success afTir for Tao-like strategies, whether

those of the little fish that offer cleaning services on coral reefs, generous

vampire bats that share blood meals, or the military unirs that policed the
unofficial truces that emerged on the Western Front in the First World

War, where an accidental infraction was met wi th a revenge raid or bar-

rage. AI; the great eighteenth-century Scottish philosopher David Hume
wrote in A Treatise of Human Nature in 1740: "1 learn to do service to

another, without bearing him any real kindness: because I foresee, that

he will return my service, in expectation of another of the same kind."

We also saw how, when there are mistakes caused by trembling

hands and fuzzy brains, it is better to depend on strategies such as

Generous Tit fat Tar or Win Stay, Lose Shift. Relative to the former, the

latter is th "I'd fe even SImp er I ea 0 repeating your previous move when-

ever you are doing well, and changing when rhe going gets rough. I
described how, overall, direct reciprocity can lead to the evolution of

cooperation only if the probability of another encounter between the

same two individuals exceeds the cost-to-benefit ratio of the altruistic

act; that's our first simple rule.

2. Retnuation (indirect . iry) Th" "r reciprocity. IS mechanism of cooperation

thrives when there are d . hi f Itepeate encounters WIt m a group 0 payers.

Now my behavior toward you also depends on what you have done to

others. To get an t f b " .y re urn rom emg ruce to someone, we must place

our faith in forthcoming en "G' d " be aicounters: Ive an It shall e gIven unto
you," as Luke put it in th B'bl 0 .." he I e. ne can sum up thiS mechamsm Wit
the phrase "I scratch you b k d " " "r ac an someone Will scratch ffime.
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In human sociery, indirect reciprocity relies to a grearextem on com-

munication. In chapter 2, I explained how language might be needed
to learn from the experiences of others and thereby establishthe reputa-
rion of people, as well as pass it on again. We found that indirect reci-

prociry can only promote cooperation if the probability of knowing
someone's reputation exceeds the cost-to~benefit ratio of the altruistic

act; that's our second rule.
3. Spotial selection. This process occurs on the chessboardof life or in the
spider'swebs of social networks or the myriad sers rhar weall belongto.
Arthe heart of any evolutionary process is a population of reproducmg
individuals, and the work of many scholars over the years has shown
how the structure of mat population can affect evolution. Whether we

are talking about spatial Structures or social networks or tags, all we

mean by this is that some individuals interact with each other more

often than others. Now cooperators can prevail by forming networks
h th J t as a gravitational lens

and clusters in which they help eac 0 er. usf ulation bends the
bends the light of a galaxy, so the suucture 0 a pop

.' I . I rule determines whether
trajectory of evolution. A surprtSlOg y simp e .

h The benefit-to-cost rano
cooperation can bud and Hower on grap s. Th '

f "hb rs per individuaL at s our
must exceed the average number 0 nerg a

third rule. ". how in some C1rcum~
4. Multilevel selection. This mechanism recognl1.es, A

" d"viduals but also on groups.
stances, selection acts not only on in I f defec~

. ccessful than a group a
group of coopera£Ors might be more su . b than Dar-

hani f cooperation erter
tors. No one sums up this mec anlsm a . . man members
wm: "Th be no doubt that a tribe mcludmg y "ere can h h and to sacn-

d aid to eac at er
who. . were always rea Y [Q glve .' s over other

d would be vicronv"
fice themselves for the common goo , I I I (group) selec-

al 1 non." Mu t1 eve
tribes; and this would be natut se ec ." d h ne thing holds

. proVide t at 0
tion allows the evolution of cooperation, h e pIus the ratio

fi t is greater [ an on
good: the ratio of the bene ts to cos rive mechanism

Thus this coopera
of group size to number of groups. ell if there are a

all s and not so W
works well if there are many sm group
few large groups--our fourth rule. f man ancestry areH "I and 0 com
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272 SuperCooperators

decisive. I recognize my kin and I behave accordingly, so that I coop-

erate with close kin and I defect with strangers. Another common

way to express this drive to look after one's own, genetically speak-

ing, is to say that blood is thicker than water. This is summarized

by Hamilton's rule, which states that the coefficient of relatedness

must exceed the cost-to-benefit ratio of the altruistic act; this is our

fifth rule. Although I have discussed the problems of this approach

in chapter 5, I still believe that kin selection is a valid mechanism if

properly formulated.

There we have it. Using these five mechanisms of cooperation, natu-

ral selection has ensured that we are able to get more from social living

than from the pursuit of a solitary, selfish life. Thanks to these mecha-

nisms, the essentially competitive drive of evolution can, in many cir-

cumstances, give rise to cooperation. Because OUf instincts have been

shaped in this way over the generations, it is no surprise that one cor-

ollary of this is that universal behaviors-a-such as love, friendship, jeal-
ousy, and team spirit-are seen across all human societies.

If cooperation thrives due to the mechanism of multilevel selec-

tion, for example, then although there might always be an incentive to

defect, those groups who have a higher percentage of people willing ro
sacrifice themselves for the greater good can do better. A nation, cuIr,

or a religion can be seen as a group that is bound by the way thar an
individual makes sacrifices ro help his brethren.

In direct or indirect reciprocity, we can glimpse the traditional idea

that "one good tum deserves another." What I find amazing is that

these calculations show that despite nature's competitive setting-

based on natural selection-the winning strategies of direct and indi-

rect reciprocity must have the following "charitable" attributes: be
hopeful, generous, and forgiving. Hopeful here means that if I meet

a newcomer then I hope that I can establish the basis of cooperation

with him by making an effort to coopetate. Forgiving means that if
someone defects, then I will work hard to reestablish a relationship

based on cooperation. Generous means that in most of my interactions
with other people, I do not adopt a myopic perspective. I do not moan
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b than me and who is getting the bigger share
h . d 'ng erter all

about w 0 IS 01 irh equal or even slightly sm er
. d I am content WI

of the p.e. Instea , . d helpful intetactions overall; now
shatesbut enjoy many produeuve an

manymore pies get shared. . hi hi' hts which kinds ofbehav-
In this way, my work on coopera

l
oon anlgds~ccess in daily life.We have

D h man evo uoon
iorsare impottant or u I and together to help evetyone

. th vork separate y . .
fivemecharusms at can v . fr analytical, quantitative,

. arkable ISthat om an
to get along. What IS rem . h .deas that should seem as

. basi I can come up Wit I
and mathemaocal asrs c llowers of religions.

tho • they are to ,0 I
familiar to seculat e IC1StSas .' f the Golden Ru e, as

. d b the reciproCIty 0
Diverse faiths are unite . Y which at first glance seems to present

we saw in chapter 2. Evolution, III alttuistic, and pethaps even
ith all hones se ess, hproblems for fa, , actu y orld religions have mue

saintly behavior. The teachings of the gteat ~,pes for how to lead a ful-
.d ancIent tec d' .

in common in that they provi e aI ed the human con ruon to
filled life. For millennia they have an ~ ve come to the conclUSIOn

tr· d sadness. They a f what ISameliorate surrenng an rial components 0. re essen .
that love, hope, and forgiveness a They call for unselfish action.

h bi st problems. hat your
needed to solve t e Igge h d should not know w

. hen your left an . h Bhagavad
Jesus says if you give, t he rince Arjuna 10 t e . e
tight hand is doing. Krishna says to t p re You have to expenenc

If' ery creatu . f . h the
Gita: You have ro see yourse 10 ev F r those who follow a alt , I

f h YOur own. 0 hid by love. n
the suffetings 0 01. ers as b lfish is ovetw e me ld

h th drive ro e se h' gs of wot
solution comes w en e . his book, the teac 10 .

the language we have encounte~ed ':otperation. NoW, for the first tI:
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ful ideas have e
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274 SuperCooperators

longest piece-a performance lasts almost two hours. The symphony is

a pantheistic vision of the universe, a gigantic musical poem, a hymn

to the natural world in the form of a step-by-step ascent of rhe great

Ladder of Creation.

My love of this symphony dates back to my early years in Oxford, at

the starr of the 1990s. One day my new student, Sebastian Bonhoeffer,

asked me if I would like to go to a concerr in the Sheldonian Theatre,

a seventeenth-century building by Christopher Wren that is one of the

architectural jewels of Oxford. Sebastian, himself an excellent musician

(and now a biology professor at the ETH in Zurich), took me ro hear

a performance of Malhler's Third, in which he played the lead cello. I

came and I listened. Itwas my first encounter with the grear composer.

On the uncomforrable wooden sears of the Sheldonian, my whole life

unfolded. I never felt the same way about music again.

Mahler begins with a slow, primeval opening that evokes inerr

matter-rocks and inanimate nature-and gradually accelerates so

thar it becomes rousing and pounding. Life then marches in. The sym-

phony passes onward and upward through more elaborate stages of

evolution-llowers, animals, and mankind-before reaching divine

love, which Malhler imagined as a supremely transcendental force.

From the movement "What the Rocks Tell Me" to "What Love

Tells Me," from the first awakening of antediluvian life to the final

exultant moments of this huge work, Mahler hoped that "nature in its

totality may ring and resound." He achieved his aim. On its first com-
plete performance on Monday, June 9, 1902, in Krefeld, the work

was received with thundering acclaim, marking a rare moment in
Mahler's life.

One of his letters describes how in the symphony "Nature herself

acquires a voice and tells secrets so profound that they are perhaps
glimpsed only in dreams!" In my own way, I would like to think I have

helped to give nature her voice too. I find it more nuanced and more

subtle than the one revealed by rellecting on comperition alone. I have
argued that evolut,'on" d " "f'nee s cooperatIOn 1 she IS to construct new
levels of organization d' . II', flVIng genes to co aborate III chromosomes,
chromosomes to collab . b .orate In genomes, genomes to colla orate III
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II coll
aborate in more complex cells, complex cells to col-
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276 SuperCooperators

that you havepermanently changed the wiring of your brain and willdo
this every time you memorize a moment, no matter how fleeting.

Although this special ability makes human society breathtakin I
cooperative, it cah hardly be claimed that we live in a cooperat~v;
utopia. The last century saw hundreds of millions of deaths in civil
conflict, world wars, and genocides. That effort to wage a war canbe
seen as a perverted form of cooperation. The people of one side join
forces against the other in an organized effort that all too often leads
to destruction. There is always antagonism and rivalry. There is always
the danger that a new war will rage. Where there is cooperation, there
is also the danger of exploitation. Defectors loom in the dark. Readyto
strike.Waiting for the right opportuni ty to pounce and to take advan-
tage.As shown since the very first simulations that I conducted decades
ago wirlhKarl, there are always oscillations. Cooperation comes and
goes,waxesand wanes. It has to be reborn in endless cycles.
Today, mankind is teetering on the brink of several possible catas-

trophes of its own making. The danger of nuclear conflagration hasnot
gone away but become so familiar and unfashionable that, relativero
the sizeof this threat, it is hardly remarked upon. The cold war stock-
pilesof vastnumbers of warheads persist to a significant extent.Westill
face a doomsday scenario where nuclear war-one started deliberately
or aCCidentally-could throw so much dust, debris, and smoke into the
~ir th~,tit would block life-giving sunlight from our atmosphere, caus-
mg a nuclear winter." In June 2005, Senator Richard Lugar, then the
Republican chair of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, asked
about the prospect of a nuclear attack within the next decade. The
seventy-sixnuclear security experts he polled came up with an average
probability of 29 percent. Four respondents estimated the risk at 100
percent, while only one estimated it at zero. AI, nucleat weapons con-
unue to prolifetat d' . d. e an as terrorrsm becomes increasingly orgaDlze J

this danger has grown.
The recent slump' h 1 bal l' f. in t ego economy has given us a g Impsea

what mIght happe .f h - li .n ir t ere was a collapse. Existing economICpo ICteS
are based on th h h f. e t eory t at the world is made up of a patchwork 0
SImple,largelysep k Iarate mar ers. Yet money can now flow more easty
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from country to country. This has stimulated global trade and pros-
iry but it also means that an upset in one place can have majorper , .. .

and unpredictable consequences elsewhere. The rapid increase m cross-
border investments in recent decades is what allowed a local shock-
the collapse in inflated U.S. real estate values-to propagate globallyin
2008, especially through highly indebted investment companies that
can respond to a loss of money in one place by withdrawing credit
anywhere. In rlhe event of financial Armageddon, wotld econormes
would slide into a punishing depression, perhapsworse than the Great

Depression of the 1930s, when millions starved.
We ate also staring into the abyss of environmental catastrophe, rlhe

ultimate Tragedy of rlheCommons. The Earth hasa fever.And rlha~fever
is rising. The signs of climate crisis are now clear, from the drastic dis-

appearance of the Norrlh Polar ice during the summer to fast~r-melung
glaciers and the inundation oflow-lying Pacificislands.Th~resa host of
associated problems, from the water shortagesfacingCluesin North and
South America, Asia, and Australia to the spreadof disease to.problems
with global food supply to an acceleration of the pace of extincnon. as
the web of life on which we depend isbeing torn, frayed, and shredAfded.

I P p' Al Gore cited an n-
In his speech to accept the Nobe eace me,

. kI go alone If youwant
can proverb that says, "If you want to go qUlc y, '. "w,

" I' II for cooperation. e
to go far, go together. He gave a canon ca .

. d"d I' I ted private aetlons are
must abandon the conceit that In IVl ua, 150 a , h

I B he will not take us far enoug
the answer. They can and do he p. ut t y all' s

• .' II 'T"' • rher way, we are pnsoner
Without collective action. 10 put It ano And

d self and Karl years ago.
of the same dilemma that ensnare my h'lI take

1 . ch as climate c ange WI
to solve apparently lnrracrab e ISsuessu

more than technology alone. . life i f ile I think
1· h intelligent rre IS rag .

The danger is very real. I be ieve t at c h 13 7. hen and has done so lor t e .
that life has evolved in the UnIversea . B t as far as we. h b in eXIstence. ut,
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level of cooperation. We need a climate program beyond even the vast

scale of the Manhattan Project, in which we mobilize our civilization

with the kind of resource and resolve that have previously been seen

only when nations mobilized for a world war.
In previous chapters, I described how new oppottunities to Cooper-

ate are able to drive crearivity. When competing units on one level of

organization begin to cooperate, new and creative levels of organiza-
tion evolved, first between molecules, then simple cells, complex cells,

multicellular creatures such as people, and, finally, between societies.

I believe that climate change will force us to enter a new chapter of

cooperation.
At this very moment, people worldwide are linked together to an

extent that is incredible by the standards of what came before, There

are endless connections being forged and changed and sundered by

the technology of modern communications, whether phones, mobiles,
iPhones, Blackberries, Androids, computers, or the web. At the same

time, we now understand what it takes to work together better than

ever. Ihope that we can harness the new understanding of cooperation

to rise to the challenges of our crowded, nuclear, feverish world.

THE ETERNAL SYMPHONY

Music is thepleasure the human mind experiences from counting without
being aware that it is counting.

-Gottfried Leibniz

Though the ambition of the magnificent Third Symphony most closely
matches the agenda of my research, the Malhler composition thar I adore

the most of all isDas Lied von der Erde (Song o/the Earth). The inspiration
for this work for' d h " eVOIcean ore estra-a "song-symphony --earn
from The Chin R" b hese tute, a translation of ancient Chinese poetty y t e
German poet Han B h O' ,. Mahl wass et ge. n reading Bethge s version, er
moved by its vi' fb 1 .sion 0 eauty, transience, and death. After comp eung
the great orchestral k h . h ". isWOt t at this poetry inspired, he wrote t at It
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probably the most personal composition I have created thus far." This

was cleat to his friend, conductor and composet Bruno Walrer, when

he first read the score.
When Walter saw how much of himself Mahler had pouted into this

transcendent work, he broke down and wept. The piece is suffused with

a sense of mortality. This is hardly surprising. The summet before, in

1907, Malhler had been pushed, partly by anti-Semitism, to resign his

post as director of the Vienna Court Opera, his eldest daughter Maria

had died, and he himself was diagnosed with a setious heart defect.

In the second movement, Malhler refers to the death of his daughter

("a little light has gone out"), a shattering loss that he never came to
terms with. The music tries to come to a resolution. It gets close but it

can never quite make it. Like the Prisoner's Dilemma, it cannot ever

be fully resolved. But, at the end of the last movement, Mahler finally

becomes reconciled with his own death: "I will no longer travel into the

distance. My heart is quiet and it is waiting for its hour." Reflecting on

his own fate, he lets go.
Mahler was anxious about calling this work a symphony, fearing that

like Beethoven and Bruckner before him, the ninth would be his last.

Despite his unease, he dared to follow Das Lied von der Erdewith awork
entitled Symphony no. 9. Mahler had joked that he had cheated death
as the new symphony was really his tenth. It turned out that his super-

stition would come true-the Ninth Symphony did prove to be his last
completed work. A few months after Mahler's death in 1911, Bruno
Walter led the first performance of Das Lied von der Erde in Munich.

A remarkable and famous reprise would be staged decades later, in

1952, when Walter returned to the piece with the Vienna Phllharmo
mc

. . . K hI Frier who had by then
Orchestra and the British singer at een er ,

b Th fi t time Fertier performed
een diagnosed with breast cancer. e rs

I d b
. d raw emotion. She was

the work she was overwhe me y pam an II"
f h fi I merit "The Farewe .

unable to sing the final words ate na move, ,
. h rh I' marking Mahler s final

The music seems to evaporate into tee e J •

h d and with Ferner gave
acceptance of death. The orchestra was roue e

h I h b rrle with cancer seventeen
the performance of a lifetime. S e ost er a

months later, at the age of forty-one.
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All this may sound somber. But in the darkness of the symphony a
chink of brilliant optimism can be glimpsed, along with a sense of sur-

prise, which Mahler signals wirh a final change into the key of C major.
At the moment that Mahler is reconciled with his own mortality, he

understands how extinction will be followed by a new spring. This car-

ries a deep resonance for me and my work.
Although Das Lied von der Erde underlines the fact that there's no

escape for the individual from the blackness of death, life itself is reborn

endlessly. As the music dwindles and dies away inro nothingness, the

teeming beauty of the world lives on. At the end, the earth is renewed

in spring, everywhere and forever shining blue and bright. This final

movement affects me deeply. Our world of change reflects an unchang-

ing underlying reality that can be captured with mathematics. And

just as the beauty of the world lives on beyond those final haunting

moments of Das Lied von der Erde, so the laws of nature live on too.
The story of humanity is one that rests on the never-ending creative

tension between the dark pursuit of selfish short-term interests and the

shining example of striving toward collective long-term goals. I believe

we now understand how defection in the Prisoner's Dilemma can be

trumped by cooperation. And, just as Mahler ends on an upbeat note,

so Ibelieve the emphasis on cooperation putS a more oprimistic sheen
on life than the traditional take on Darwin which condemns all life to,
a protracted and bloody struggle for survival and reproduction. Muta-

tion and natural selection are not enough in themselves to understand

life. You need cooperation too. Cooperation was the principle architect

of 4 billion yeats of evolution. Cooperation built the first bacterial cells,
then higher cells, then complex multicellular life and insect superor-

ganisms. Finally cooperation constructed humanity.
Ipropose that "natural cooperation" be included as a fundamental

principle to bolster those laid down by Darwin. Cooperation can draw

living matter upward to higher levels of organization. It generates the

possibility for greater diversity by new specializations, new niches, and
new divisions of lab C . . andor. ooperanon makes evolution constrUCtlve
open-ended.

Today we face a stark a choice: we can either move up to the next
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stage of evolutionary complexity, or we can go into decline, even

become extinct. Though global problems loom large, we could be on

the verge of the next transition in social organization, one of equal sig-

nificance to the emergence of the first cell, of the first complex cell, or

indeed of rhe very firsr multicellular creature. We have rhe understand-

ing and, thanks to the remarkable exrenr to which our society is inter-

connecred, we can build on it.
We are SuperCooperators. We are rhe only species on Eatth that

is able to draw on the support of all five mechanisms of cooperation,

and we already do this to a remarkable extent. But we now have to do
even better. We now have to strive to achieve the full potential of these

mechanisms if we are to rise to rhe serious challenges that lie ahead.

Direct and indirect teciprocity will always playa critical role in rou-

tine dealings with others: the more help we give, the more we will receive.
This aspect of human cooperation is as important as it is ancient. We

are the only species that utilizes full-blown indirect reciprociry, beca~se
of our powerful and flexible language. When evaluating the reputation

of another individual, animals must rely on direct observation. But,

using language, hwnans can learn from the experiences of others ..We

f
d use it ro create a reputation.

can put a name to the face 0 someone an use I
c th be harnessed to avoid the

Reputation is a potent rorce at can
d d freedom of informa-
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worldwide that day. If a catchy new song is available for download, it

can be played as easily in the main street of a li ttle town as the back

street of a vast urban ghetto.
Many of my own collabotations ate with people who live on other

continents. But because of email,Skype, phone, and so on, iris as if

they are sitting in the room next door. My room in the woods of New

England is as close to Cambridge as to Roger's home in London or to

Hisashi's office in Tokyo. In this way, productive ideas and innovations

can spread far and wide. Today, rhere are innumerable ways by which

cooperation can flourish.
But with new opportunities come new dangers. All my work on the

evolution of cooperation hints at one inevitable feature: rhere is no such

rhing as utopia and rhe degree of cooperarion in a society will fall as

inevitably as it will rise again. With globalization, rhe planer's resources

are becoming exhausted. Wirh globalization, the never-ending com-

petitive quest to achieve economic growth is unsustainable. With glo-

balization comes uniformity too, which makes us more vulnerable to

jolts. As has been seen in the financial world, there is no longer safety

in investing in diversified American, European, and Asian stocks. They
are all interconnected, and when a financial collapse hits one market,

they can all plunge into a nosedive. For the same reason, we are more
vulnerable to pandemics: thanks to international air travel, a disease

can quickly become established and spread around the world.
We cannot expect cooperation to endure forever. But we can hope to

prevent a drastic fall, or at least ensure rhat cooperation is more likely

to prevail over longer periods of time and only suffer the occasional

breakdown. We can work to quickly reestablish cooperation after each
collapse.

We need to place more faith in citizens than leaders. Cooperation

has to come ftom the bottom up and not be imposed from the top

down. That is why, for example, democracy is a cornerstone concept,
since this is a form of cooperation that grows from the roots. We need

~od~even more to create an environment where cooperation can flour-
ish, If we are to reap its creative benefits.

Another lesson of my analysis of the mechanisms of cooperation over
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reciprocity, language can unire the interests of the past, the present,

and the future, roo.
Many already like ro talk of their duty ro future genetations. Discus-

sions of susrainabiliry focus on the idea of intergenerational equity-

providing the next generation, and the ones that follow, with the same

environmental potential as presently exists. Politicians often meditate

on the legacy that they would like ro leave to their grandchildren. I

would like to push this idea to irs logical conclusion and encourage

everyone to think objectively about how they are cooperating with

future generations. We need to broaden our horizon of concerns far

beyond the events of tomorrow. We need our duty of care ro extend

to those who have yer to be born. We must do our utmost to cooper-

ate with the many tens of billions of people who will inherit the world

from liS.

I am hopeful that, in the distant future, a SuperCooperator will gaze

toward an infinire blue horizon of opportunities. If we take a cosmic

view, there's hope for life. Across the universe I am sure there are thou-

sands of societies, even millions, that are as advanced as our own, if not

more so. Each one will no doubt use different approaches to solve the

problem of efficient global cooperation. Some will work. Others will
fail.

A higher level of selection will operate among them. Some civili-

zations will expand and prosper in the long term. Many will not and

may well perish and wink out. And there are other fates in store. A few

will lose their home world only to colonize new planets. Some may

die off but leave a new kind of life in thei r wake, a spacefaring flotilla
of intelligent robots that can reproduce, thrive, and explore their gal-

axy. Those civilizations that have solved the problem of cooperation

will persist in the cosmos. We can only hope that this lisr of successful

SuperCooperators will include those carbon-based life forms that we

call human beings. In this great adventure, everyone has a role ro play.
Success depends on all of us. Over to you.
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